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Antonio gave full play to his status as the underground emperor of New York. 
All the gang leaders he notified came over in a hurry and in high spirits. 

However, no one could have expected that what awaited them in Chinatown 
was to be tied up and stuffed with smelly rags. Finally, they would squat on 
the second floor of a roast goose shop with a group of first and second 
leaders from their brothers’ units. corner. 

As more and more people arrived, Antonio became more and more panicked. 

Taking advantage of the gap where the previous wave of people had just 
been brought to the second floor and the next wave of people had not yet 
arrived, he couldn’t help but pitifully asked charlie, “Mr. Wade… these gang 
bosses were all deceived by me into going to Syria. I One person has sold out 
all the gang bosses in New York. When we get to Syria, if they team up to 
fight me, I will die there…”  

Charlie smiled and asked him, “Then what do you think we should do?” 

Antonio swallowed his saliva and said cautiously, “You see I’m so 
cooperative, why don’t you just keep me in New York to help you and that 
strong man?” Just wait and see…” 

charlie asked back, “If you stay in New York, you won’t be afraid of people 
seeking revenge on you? You tricked all the gang bosses into going to Syria. 
Do you think their families will fight for you?” Antonio’s mouth twitched 

. He asked tentatively, “Mr. Wade, why don’t you just let me go back to 
Sicily…” 

charlie patted his shoulder and said calmly, “Okay Antonio, stop f*cking 
dreaming, you have good men all over Sicily.” Even if no one in Europe and 
the United States goes to Syria to establish a career, you might as well go 
there on behalf of the Sicilian people and bring glory to the Sicilian people;” 
“Also, as 

for your safety, you don’t have to worry about where you are going. Although it 
is a little behind, it is still a place that emphasizes the rule of law. The main 
theme is that whoever hits others will be beaten, and whoever kills will pay 
with his life. Among those people upstairs, if anyone really kills you, my old 



friend Commander Hamid will definitely I will avenge you, unlike New York, 
where you have killed so many people, and New York can still let you get 
away with it. If you stay in New York, you will definitely not live for a week.” 
Antonio saw that charlie was monolithic and did not give himself anything at 
all 

. He was relaxed, and his heart was already filled with despair. 

However, charlie’s words gave him a little comfort that was better than 
nothing. It felt like everyone was in jail together, and at least there were prison 
guards and wardens to scare everyone so that everyone did not dare to be 
too presumptuous. 

However, this time I really offended the people upstairs. Even if I still have a 
chance to return to New York in the future, I’m afraid I won’t have a good life. 

The kidnapping continued until early morning. 

The gang bosses who came after the Burning Angel were tied up like hairy 
crabs before they could figure out what was going on, and their mouths were 
tightly gagged. They didn’t even have a chance to ask the whole story, and 
they still don’t know. The boss I have always trusted, the pride of Sicily, the 
bossWhy did the famous Antonio Zano deceive them into being tied up here? 

And charlie didn’t talk nonsense to them. When they arrived, he tied them up 
and threw them upstairs, letting Gunbir stare at them. Anyone who dared to 
move, struggle, or make inappropriate noises would have a pot of boiling 
water poured over their crotch. 

Pouring boiling water on the crotch may sound cruel, but compared with the 
methods of these gang brothers, it is still far worse. 

However, this method was surprisingly effective. With a pot of boiling water in 
front of him, no one of the dozens of murderous gang bosses dared to make a 
mistake. 

In the early morning, Abbas and more than ten Wanlongdian soldiers rushed 
to New York on a Concorde passenger plane. 

Abbas didn’t know why charlie suddenly asked him to come to New York, so 
he didn’t dare to delay as soon as he got off the plane and went straight to 
Chinatown. 



After Abbas arrived, he saw charlie on the first floor and immediately said 
respectfully, “Mr. Wade, you are anxious to get your subordinates over. What 
are your orders?” 
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charlie pointed to Antonio beside him and said, “This He is the boss of the 
New York Mafia. Get to know each other. There are many prominent figures in 
the New York gang upstairs. You can also say hello to them one by one in a 
moment. These people are really mean. I can handle them all by myself, but 
they are not convinced. It takes someone with a reputation, a background, 
and a team like you to really suppress them. After dawn, you take him and his 
younger brothers to leave the United States by boat, then transfer to Syria and 
hand them over directly to Kazakhstan. Mead.” 

Abbas nodded immediately and said, “Okay Mr. Wade, is there anything else 
you want to tell your subordinates, or have your subordinates convey to 
Commander Hamid?” 

charlie glanced at Antonio and said, “This Antonio is an absolutely good 
Sicilian man, but he just has a lame leg. He told Hamid that Syria’s medical 
conditions are limited, so there is no need to bother to treat him. Just find a 
carpenter and give him a crutch. Hamid’s side He has been building 
fortifications and must be short of labor. A lame leg will not stop him from 
working.” When 

Antonio heard this, he wished he could die here. After working hard all his life, 
he never imagined that he would end up like this. field. 

At this time, charlie asked Gunbir to go upstairs again and brought Aman 
Ramovich down. 

Aman Ramovich has seen the world, and the moment he saw Abbas, he 
immediately recognized him. 

At this moment, Aman Ramovich was naturally shocked. 

He never expected that charlie could attack Abbas so quickly. It had only been 
a few hours since last night. It was incredible that Abbas could appear in New 
York in such a short period of time. 



charlie asked Gunbir to bring Aman Ramovich to him, and instructed Gunbir to 
pull out the rag from his mouth. 

Amanramovich quickly said respectfully, “Mr. Wade…you…what orders do 
you have for me?” 

charlie pointed at Abbas and said calmly, “Aren’t you always curious about my 
relationship with Wanlong Palace? Now that the Master of Wanlong Palace is 
here, let him talk to you.” 

Abbas’s expression was stern. He was afraid that Aman Ramovich had said 
something treacherous, so he immediately said, “Mr. Wade, everyone in 
Wanlong Palace is only following your lead. , if this person makes rude 
remarks and slanders the wade family, please order your subordinates to 
remember him for a long time!” 

Aman Ramovich was so frightened that he lost his mind.  

It seems that my guess is indeed correct. It was not the wade family that was 
conquered by the Ten Thousand Dragons Palace, but charlie conquered the 
Ten Thousand Dragons Palace. 

As for Abbas, he was also frightened in his heart. 

Back in Yeling Mountain, I was so arrogant that I wanted to crush charlie’s 
parents to ashes. If charlie hadn’t been so generous and patronizing, I’m 
afraid my deceased parents would have been implicated because of me. 

What’s more, he cut off his meridians on his own that day. If it weren’t for 
charlie’s intervention, he would still be a useless person. How could he have 
made successive breakthroughs and become a master of the dark realm? 

Therefore, every time he thinks of that time, Abbas feels ashamed. 

The key point is that charlie is too low-key. It is clearly Wanlong Palace that 
surrenders to him. He insists on claiming to the outside world that the wade 
family has spent all their wealth to ask Wanlong Palace to support them. 
Therefore, Abbas is unavoidably panicked. He wishes he could tell the whole 
world, He lost, but charlie wanted to tell the whole world that he was the 
winner. 

As soon as Abbas’s words came out, Amanramovich was also horrified. 



He quickly apologized in panic, “I’m sorry, Mr. Wade, I also listened to the 
rumors from the outside world. Please be patient and don’t have the same 
experience as me…” 

charlie smiled and said, “If I had the same experience as you, I would have 
learned your methods a long time ago. Let Antonio kill you.” 
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After saying that, charlie looked at Antonio and asked him, “Antonio, I will give 
you a proposal. If you are willing to kill Arma Ramovic, I will let you stay in 
New York and continue to be in charge of Zano. Family, what do you think?” 

When Antonio heard this, he didn’t care whether what charlie said was true or 
not. He blurted out without any hesitation, “Mr. Wade! As long as you give me 
a gun, I will kill Aman Lamovi right now. Qi’s head turned into a hornet’s nest!” 

Aman Ramovich’s face suddenly turned pale. 

He didn’t know if charlie really meant this. After all, a few hours ago, he had 
the idea of borrowing a knife to kill charlie, and wanted to use Antonio’s hand 
to kill charlie. If charlie also tried to treat him in the same way, Then I definitely 
want toDeath at the hands of Antonio. 

Seeing the fear on Aman Ramovich’s face, charlie smiled and said, “You don’t 
have to be so scared. I told you that I won’t be the same as you.” 

Aman Ramovich breathed a sigh of relief. At this moment, he was already He 
doesn’t care whether he goes to Syria or Afghanistan. He is willing to go 
anywhere as long as it can keep him alive. 

charlie looked at him and said seriously, “Arman Ramovich, you are different 
from those gang bosses upstairs and Antonio from Sicily. They are all little 
shrimps who can’t stand on the stage, but you are an oligarch after all. , I think 
you must have been brave and resourceful when you were young, but in the 
past two years, as you get older, you have gradually been dazzled by beauty.” 

Aman Ramovich lowered his head in shame. 

He also realized early on that the two times he fell into charlie’s hands were all 
because of women. 



However, he was not really obsessed with sex, mainly because he had other 
thoughts besides women both times. 

He wanted to win the respect he deserved in Western Europe, so he wanted 
to marry Helena. He wanted to quickly establish a foothold in New York, so he 
wanted to marry Antonio’s family. 

In the final analysis, it is still forced by the current situation. 

It is true that he is an oligarch, but because of his identity and background, he 
is indeed marginalized in Western Europe and North America. 

What’s the use of just having money? Although he can live in the best house 
in the UK, even a three-year-old British kid dares to insult himself in front of 
the TV camera and tell him to get out of the UK. 

Just when he felt decadent about his life, charlie said again, “Aman Ramovich, 
neither Eastern Europe nor Western Europe is suitable for you, and Europe 
and the United States are not suitable for you, but you can find the next 
development direction of your life in Syria.” , when the time comes, I will let 
Hamid focus on you. If you can gain his appreciation, you may be able to find 
a new goal in life in Syria.” 

In charlie’s view, Hamid came from a grassroots background, and Aman 
Ramowi The same goes for Qi. 

Hamid relied on the barrel of a gun to make a name for himself, while Aman 
Ramovich relied on his brains to create an oligarch legend of his own. 

If these two people can cooperate, they will definitely get very positive results. 

Of course, Aman Ramovich may not look down on Hamid’s three-acre land, 
but now he has no other choice. charlie will forcefully lower his expectations 
and let him regard Hamid as the new partner in his life. Chance. 

It’s like finding a partner for a rich man who has higher vision than his head. 
He wants someone who is tall, thin, beautiful, big, tender, tight, 
knowledgeable, and pure. 

But it doesn’t matter to charlie. He will use his methods to compress this rich 
man’s demands from a lot of some and all, in one step, to just one, just to 
survive. 



 


